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Abstract— For operations in the Arctic, drift ice
can be a major hazard. To be able to mitigate
this, it is essential to know the position of viable
threats. Many sensors can be employed, such as
satellite Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), marine
radar, air surveillance et cetera. At the core of the
fusion of this sensor data is a Multi-Target Tracking
(MTT) problem. This problem is studied in this
paper through the implementation and application of
the Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) algorithm.

A major limiting factor in the application of multi-
target tracking is scalability. A common method of
handling the scaling is clustering, which separates the
MHT filter into smaller independent parts. However,
with growing scale, the association of sensor data
to the ”right” cluster can become resource intensive
in itself. A method is explored, based on rectan-
gular lower probability bounds, to efficiently index
the clusters and compartmentalize the measurement
update of the MHT. The method uses the bounding
box of the lower probability bound of tracks and re-
ports respectively, to perform an intersection lookup
against the sensor field-of-view, efficiently selecting
clusters of relevance.

The method, as well as the MHT algorithm, has been
implemented and published online under an open-
source license. In this report, the implementation is
described and tested on simulated data for statistics.
Further, it is tested against data extracted from
the polarimetric classification of ice using satellite
imagery of the Arctic. Results show that compu-
tational speed improvements can be achieved, in
comparison to the linear complexity of a naïve search,
but that comparable performance can be obtained
using standard database lookups.
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1. Introduction
In the business of tracking ice objects in the Arctic,
objects are tracked over a geographically vast area. Each
observation covers only a relatively limited area, even for
satellite observations, as seen in Figures 1 and 2, but
can contain a large number of ice objects worth tracking.
Since each observation’s field of view is unique, and a
majority of the Arctic can be quickly discarded as being
outside the observed area, it is desirable to dynamically
limit any estimate correction to the relevant area.

Figure 1: Sample Sentinel-1 satellite observation
areas in the Arctic.
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Figure 2: Region with Ice coverage from Syn-
thetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery.

In Section 2, we discuss Multiple Hypothesis Tracking,
an algorithm widely employed for tracking multiple tar-
gets. While it does suffer from scalability issues [6, 22],
this can often be mitigated e.g. through the use of
clustering [25], which subdivides the filter into clusters
which can be updated independently. Clustering is
generally coupled with the use of gating, by which a limit
of association probability is used to limit the amount of
considered associations and keep the number of targets
in each cluster down. Through clustering and gating,
it is possible to limit an observation’s impact on the full
filter to a local region around the sensor field of view, and
determine for each cluster if it will need to be updated
or not.

In Section 3, we review the concept of spatial indexing,
and R-trees in particular. The application of spatial in-
dexing to MTT was studied by Collins and Uhlmann [8].
Specifically, report-target associations were considered,
and its application exemplified using the JPDA filter.
Their study concludes that spatial indexing offers an
efficient way of coarsely selecting possible report-target
associations. In this context, this paper focuses on the
application of spatial indexing to the MHT algorithm,
where instead report-track and report-cluster assign-
ments are considered. Specifically, we apply spatial
indexing on the report-cluster assignment problem, to
reduce a global coverage filter to a local subfilter.

The implementation is discussed in Section 4, and the
obtained results presented in Section 5.

2. Multiple Hypothesis Tracking
The Multiple Hypothesis Tracking algorithm was first
introduced by Reid [22], and many variants and im-
provements have been proposed since. It is drawn
from the intuition that the multi-target tacking problem
is effectively reduced to multiple single-target tracking
problems, given a perfect association of each measure-
ment to either

• an existing target track,
• a new target, or a false measurement.

Because they are generally initially indiscernible, imple-
mentations often treat new target and false measurement

equally as extraneous tracks [2].

Recognizing that perfect associations are idealistic, mul-
tiple hypothetical associations are kept and maintained
to defer the decision on which hypothesis is ”best”
until more data is available. However, the number of
possible track associations increases exponentially with
time, mounting a fundamental limitation which must be
overcome with approximative implementations.

The original formulation was based on exhaustive enu-
meration of possible measurement associations, sub-
jected to extensive pruning to retain only the most
relevant association hypotheses. This has been the
blueprint for multiple variants [6], each of which has its
individual approach to limit the otherwise exponential
growth of possible hypotheses.

The Track-Oriented MHT approach (TOMHT), intro-
duced by Kurien [18], contrasted the measurement-
oriented approach in [22] by replacing the growing-
matrix notation with target tree graphs to represent the
different associations. This was also futher improved by
Cox and Hingorani [9], who introduced the application of
Murty’s algorithm [19] for efficient generation of relevant
hypotheses, providing a way to limit the number of
generated hypotheses.

Generally, the main difference between MHT algorithms
are their approach to sample proposed hypotheses.
A distinction can be made between batch sampling
implementations, such as the m-best S-D Assignment
proposed in [21], and recursive implementations which
retain and build upon the hypotheses from previous
iterations, e.g. the original implementation by Reid [22].
The implementation described and used in this paper
uses recursive sampling.

Terminology
The terminology often employed in common MHT liter-
ature, and consequentially here, is based on the following
definitions;

At any given time instance, a sensor delivers a scan (see
Figure 3) - an unordered set of reports - measurements
- detected at this instance. This list is exhaustive, i.e.
it contains all reports from that sensor from that time2.
The scan set Zt contains all reports (indexed by i), zt,i
for time t whereas

Zt = Zt−1 ∪ {Zt} (1)
is the set of all scans up until, and including, time t.

The purpose of the algorithm is to estimate a list of
tracked targets. Each target is associated with a set of
hypothetical tracks - single-target tracking filters, each
of which is the result of a unique sequence of hypothet-
ical assignments to the target. These assignments can
indicate association with a specific report, but also a
hypothetical missed detection or even assignments under
alternative motion models [18].

Each track starts with the event of a hypothetical newly
created target, and evolves as an assignment is added

2The scan can however be subdivided for each cluster in the MHT.
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to the previous head of the track. Given multiple
hypothetical assignments, the hypothetical tracks of a
target can be visualized as a tree [18], as displayed in
Figure 4. Each track is updated under the assumption
that its hypothetical assignments are correct, although
at most one track per target is actually so.

The definition for a hypothesis employed in this paper,
is that of a set of tracks, resulting from hypothetical
assignments which 1) assigns all reports of a scan to
either pre-existing or extraneous tracks, and 2) assigns a
”missed”, null assignment to any track which is present
in the parent hypothesis but not associated with any of
the scan’s reports. Since multiple hypotheses are formed
at each timestep, we use index k to designate a specific
hypothesis.

Note well, each new hypothesis is a continuation based
on a hypothesis from the previous timestep, expressed
mathematically such that each hypothesis set Θt

k fulfills

Θt
k = Θt−1

p(k) ∪
{
θtk
}
, (2)

for a hypothesis θtk, and the mapping p(k), that links
hypothesis θtk to the hypothesis of time t − 1 from
which it was extended (and thus describes the historical
associations which are assumed true).

Example— Hypothesis k at time t assigns report zt,1
to track τ11, but misses track τ21 (track 1 of target 1
and 2 respectively) which was included in the parent
hypotheses, θt−1

p(k):

θtk = {(zt,1, τ11) , (∅, τ21) , . . . } .

If different hypothetical associations assign the same
report to different targets, the resulting tracks will be
incompatible. Targets which in no hypotheses share
any associations are independent, and can be treated in
separate independent clusters - groups of targets which
share ambiguous reports. The purpose is to reduce the
computational complexity by limiting the size of the
multi-hypothesis target assignment problem.

Figure 3: A scan is an unordered collection of
measurements from the same time instance and
sensor.

It is assumed that each track can be modeled as a
standard single-target estimation problem, conditioned
on the validity of the hypothetical assignments. A com-
mon algorithm for single-target tracking is the Kalman
filter, presented below with a constant velocity motion-
model with position reports, and a state-vector x =
[px py vx v̇y]. Each track is run as an independent
filter, but a τ index is excluded for clarity;

Kalman Filter Prediction:

F =

1 0 ∆T 0
0 1 0 ∆T
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


x̂t|t−1 = Fx̂t−1|t−1

Pt|t−1 = FPt−1|t−1F
T +Qt

(3)

Kalman Filter Correction:

H =
[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

]
ẑτ = Hx̂t|t−1

et = zt − ẑτ
St = HPt|t−1H

T +Rt

Kt = Pt|t−1HS
−1
t

x̂t|t = x̂t|t−1 +Ktek

Pt|t = Pt|t−1 −KtHPt|t−1

(4)

Here, Qt and Rt are (tunable) parameters describing
model and measurement noise. An initial state guess,
x̂0|0, can e.g. be inferred from the first measurement, or
from prior information. In Eq. 4, et is referred to as the
innovation (ιt), together with its associated covariance
St representing a Gaussian distribution,

ιt ∼ N (et, St) . (5)

Algorithm Outline
The core of the MHT algorithm is the probability of
each hypothesis, calculated using Bayes’ rule and derived
in [22],

p
(
Θt
k|Zt

)
=p
(
θtk,Θt−1

p(k)|Zt, Z
t−1
)

∝p
(
Zt|θtk,Θt−1

p(k), Z
t−1
)
p
(
θtk|Θt−1

p(k), Z
t−1
)

· p
(

Θt−1
p(k)|Z

t−1
)
.

(6)

In this expression, the last term is the propability of the
parent hypothesis from the previous timestep, the value
of which can be expressed as

p
(

Θt−1
p(k)|Z

t−1
)

= e−Λp(k) (7)

using the parent hypothesis’ Negative Log Likelihood
(NLL) score Λp(k), p(k) again being the mapping to
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T2

τ2,1 τ2,2 τ2,3 τ2,4

t-2

t-1

t

θt1 θt2

θt−1
p(2)

zt,1 zt,2

zt,1 zt,2

Figure 4: The different hypothetical tracks of a target can be visualised as a tree [18]. Global
hypotheses are formed from compatibile report-track hypotheses. Hypotheses are formed by
extending the hypotheses from the previous timestep, θt−1

p(k), with associations of the reports from
this.

the parent hypothesis of hypothesis k of time t. The
two remaining terms in Eq. 6 represent the likelihood of
the new assignment, which can be rewritten as follows,
assuming Poisson-distributed extraneous targets (with
parameter λex) as proposed by Reid [22],

p
(
Zt|θtk,Θt−1

p(k), Z
t−1
)
p
(
θtk|Θt−1

p(k), Z
t−1
)
∝

(λex)ex
∏
z∈Zt

(
fτ(z) (z)

)az · ∏
τ∈θt−1

p(k)

(P τD)aτ (1− P τD)1−aτ

=
∏
τ∈θt

l

(fτ (zτ )P τD)aτ (1− P τD)mτ (λex)ξτ

(8)

where aτ mτ and ξτ are mutually exclusive indicator
functions for assigned, missed and extraneous tracks τ
respectively. PDτ is the probability of detection for track
τ , whereas fτ (zτ ) is the innovation probability of the
association between track τ and its assigned report zτ .
The factors in Eq. 6 can, too, can be expressed using the
NLL, Λτ ,

e−Λτ ,

fτ (zτ )P τD for associated tracks
1− P τD for missed tracks
λex for new tracks

(9)

Inserting Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 into Eq. 6 yields that

p
(
Θt
k|Zt

)
∝ e−Λp(k)

∏
τ∈θt

l

e−Λτ . (10)

Conveniently, this product is easily converted to a sum
by using (negative) logarithmic probabilities. This re-
sults in a sum over the scores, Λτ , that each track in the
hypothesis individually contribute,

ΛΘt
k

= ΛΘt−1
p(k)

+
∑
τ∈θt

k

Λτ . (11)

An equivalent formulation of Eq. 8, useful in the for-
mulation of the Linear Assignment Problem described
below is∏

τ∈θt
l

(fτ (zτ )P τD)aτ (1− P τD)mτ (λex)ξτ

=
∏

τ∈θt−1
p(k)

(1− P τD)
∏
τ∈θt

l

(
fTi (zi)P τD
(1− P τD)

)aτ
(λex)1−aτ .

(12)

which yields the NLL sum

ΛΘt
k

= ΛΘt−1
p(k)

+
∑

τ∈θt−1
p(k)

mΛτ +
∑
τ∈θt

k

Λ̄τ (13)

with the following definitions;

zΛτ =− ln (fτ (z)P τD)
mΛτ =− ln (1− P τD)
Λex =− ln (λex)

Λ̄τ =
{
zΛτ −m Λτ for associated (not missed) tracks
Λex for extraneous tracks .

In the Gaussian case of Eq. 4, the NLL of the innova-
tion probability density fτ (z) is calculated through the
Gaussian equation,

− ln (fτ (z)) = 1
2 (z − ẑτ )T S−1 (z − ẑτ ) + ln |2πS|.

(14)

Filter Output Presentation— As discussed in [10], there
are several ways to present the data from a MHT tracker,
including e.g. weighted averages of the hypotheses [7],
and the most likely hypothesis (of the set Xt (h) of states
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of the targets of hypothesis h at time t),

html = arg max
Θt
l
∈Θt

p
(
Θt
l |Zt

)
pml

(
Xt (h) |Zt

)
, p

(
Xt

(
html

)
|html, Zt

)
.

(15)

While [10] proposes the application of improved methods
of presentation, Eq. 15 remains the simplest and was
thus selected as the first to be implemented in the
implementation described in Section 4.

Hypothesis Generation
Since all incoming reports theoretically can be associated
with any existing target, enumeration of the possible
hypotheses grows exponentially with time. An effective
way to limit the complexity of the MHT algorithm is
to focus on generating and evaluating only the most
relevant hypotheses. The generation of the single best
possible assignment is known as the Linear Assignment
Problem (LAP). The problem can be formulated, using
the elements the elements cij of the cost-matrix C, as
follows [15],

min
∑
i,j

cijxij∑
j

xij = 1, ∀i,
∑
i

xij = 1, ∀j

∀xij ∈ {0, 1}

(16)

The gist of this problem is to select the lowest sum
of costs from an assignment costs matrix C, selecting
exactly one value per row and column respectively.

In the context of MHT, the cost matrix is created for
each parent hypothesis in the cluster [11], from the NLL’s
of the track assignments outlined in Eq. 13, resulting
in the matrix exemplified in Eq. 17 for a two-track
hypothesis and a two-report scan.

(
z1Λτ1 −m Λτ1

z1Λτ2 −m Λτ2
z1Λex ∞

z2Λτ1 −m Λτ1
z2Λτ2 −m Λτ2 ∞ z2Λex

)
(17)

Each possible assignment corresponds to an assignment
hypothesis, and the ”cheapest” assignment is the best
guess of assignment of the reports received for this
given timestep, for the given parent hypothesis. Several
algorithms exist to solve the LAP problem - the auction
algorithm [5], the Hungarian algorithm [17] and Jonker-
Volgenant [15] being notable mentions.

The task of finding the single best assignment was
extended in an algorithm due to Murty [19] to that of
finding the k best assignments, for a given assignment
matrix C, i.e. for a single parent hypothesis. However
it is also necessary to compare the assignments from
different parents. Doing so, for each incoming scan, the k
best assignment hypotheses can be selected without full
enumeration, effectively limiting the exponential growth
of assignment hypotheses. Note that by removing tracks
that are not selected for any of the k-best global hypothe-
ses, this decreases the need for post-update pruning
techniques, such as reviewed by e.g. Blackman [6].

The Murty algorithm, with the underlying LAP solver,
is of polynomial complexity in the number of tracks
with which the reports can be associated [9], and it
is therefore of interest to limit the number of tracks
considered for association. Hypothetically, any report
can be associated with any target, but since only the
k-best hypotheses are generated, most associations will
never be part of any generated hypotheses. We therefore
wish to define a function and a limit, such that, for
a given report and target, if the function is below the
limit, the assignment will not be considered. This
function is called a gate, and the limiting process called
gating [22, 6]. Gating is a standard technique for limiting
the number of considered associations, and is further
described in Section 3.

If a report falls outside the gate for all targets in a
cluster, the report will not be associated with that
cluster. If a report is associated with several clusters,
these need to be merged such that each report is
associated with a single cluster [22]. Note that this
can have a ”snowballing” effect, leading to seemingly
unrelated tracks belonging to the same cluster, as they
are indirectly connected by ambiguous reports. This
motivates the need for cluster splitting as a post-update
step, to avoid degradation to a single cluster for all
targets.

Clustering
Clustering as an addition to MHT was proposed already
in the original MHT paper by Reid [22], and has been
subsequentially extended with improved clustering algo-
rithms, e.g. in [18].

Clustering is the grouping of targets, such that no target
in any cluster shares a report, by association in any
hypothesis, with a target in another cluster [18]. As
no information is shared, all clusters are independent
of each other and can be updated separately. In MHT,
the clustering process is primarily divided in three parts:
cluster merging, cluster splitting and report-cluster as-
sociation.

Cluster Merging— As a report may only be associated
with a single cluster, any reports that are potentially
associated with tracks in different clusters will trigger a
merge of those clusters. The gating criterion described
above is used to limit the associations, as hypothetically
any report could be associated with any track. Since
the number of hypothesis in the merged cluster is the
product of the number of hypotheses in each included
cluster, it may be necessary to select the k best merged
hypotheses to maintain a tractable number of hypothe-
ses.

Cluster Splitting— In the implementation developed for
this paper, it is exploited that this problem can be formu-
lated as a graph search for connected components [27, 20].

For each target-ambiguous report the resulting (incom-
patible) tracks are grouped in a set, which is added
to a list of all target-ambiguous assignments. As new
hypotheses form, each set of tracks in the list is replaced
by the joint set of the children of the set’s tracks, as
these too are incompatible. When all tracks of the set
belong to the same target, i.e. all hypotheses agree on
a single report-target association, the original ambiguity
has been resolved and the set can be removed from the
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list.

Each set of tracks can be transformed into the set of
targets which are associated with the respective track.
While a track may appear in only one set, a target may
appear in many. By connecting all targets which appear
together in such a set, a graph can be formed which
connects all targets which, directly or indirectly, are
affected by the same ambiguities. The resulting graph,
exemplified in Fig. 5, will contain one or more groups of
connected components which represent the targets which
thus must be kept in the same cluster. If the resulting
graph contains more than one such group, the cluster
can be split for each of these. Algorithms for finding
graph connected components are studied in e.g. [27, 20].

Report-cluster Association— In the the aforementioned
association problem, incoming reports are sought to
be associated with pre-existing or extraneous tracks.
Since the scan may contain reports from several different
clusters, reports may first be associated with clusters to
maintain the separability of cluster updates. Association
gates can, as described in Section 3, be used to uniquely
assign each report to either 1) a pre-existing cluster
(possibly merged from multiple ambiguous clusters) or
2) a new cluster, if a report falls outside the gates of all
existing clusters.

Figure 5: Targets within the same group of
connected components must be kept in the same
cluster.

Bookkeeping
Much of the complexity of an MHT implementation
stems from the bookkeeping necessary to handle tracks,
hypotheses, targets etc. Considerations include, but are
not limited to,

Track Deletion A track can be selected for removal
from an hypothesis based on multiple grounds. Common
choices are due to high track cost [6] or repeated missed
detections [16].
Target Deletion As soon as a target has no remaining
track in any hypothesis, a target can be removed.
Hypothesis Deletion Due to track deletion, hypothe-
ses can become either empty or equivalent to other
hypotheses, and therefore subject to pruning.

3. Spatial Indexing
In global tracking of objects, observations are generally
performed in bounded areas at a time, such as when
a satellite image is processed. This bounded nature
lends itself naturally to spatial indexing - the organi-
sation of spatial objects into datastructures which can
be efficiently queried for e.g. intersections. Common
indexing techniques include

• K-dimensional (KD) trees [4],
• Local Split Decision (LSD) trees [14],
• R-trees, short for ”Rectangle” trees [12, 26].

In this section, a motivation is given for the use of
probability bounding boxes for screening of possible
report-cluster associations.

Association Probability Bounds
The probability of association between a report and a
target represent the probability density of true reports
being in the (estimated) target probability space [8].
In the Gaussian case, this is synonymous with the
probability of the innovation, Eq. 5, itself a Gaussian.

As a general result, the area bounded by any Gaussian
(N (µ̄,Π)) iso-probability limit corresponds to an ellipse{

x : (x− µ̄)TΠ−1 (x− µ̄) ≤ K
}
, (18)

the size and orientation of which can be calculated from
the covariance matrix Π and the limit parameter K [23].

Hence, gating through a limit of the association prob-
ability is referred to as ellipsoidal gating [8], the corre-
sponding ellipse being (with the definitions from Eq. 4,
P = HPt|t−1H

T and indices dropped),{
x : (x− x̂)T (P +R)−1 (x− x̂) ≤ K

}
. (19)

In [8], Collins and Uhlmann show that a necessary
condition for Eq. 19 is that

∃x :
{

(x− x̂τ )TP−1 (x− x̂τ ) ≤ K
(x− x̂z)TR−1 (x− x̂z) ≤ K

, (20)

that is, that the ellipses enscribed respectively by the
covariances of the state estimate and the report overlap.
This motivates the use of intersections as a method for
gating, and since the ellipsoids of the tracks and reports
are independent, the gate equation in Eq. 19 does not
need to be recomputed for each association pair.

To further simplify the gating, we find the bounding box
of the ellipse in Eq. 18 by making the following derivation
from the parametric ellipse equation:

p̄ (ω) = µ̄+ ā cos (ω) + b̄ sin (ω) (21)
=⇒ p̄′ (ω) = ā sin (ω) + b̄ cos (ω) (22)

where ā = (ax, ay)T , b̄ = (bx, by)T are vectors describing
the ellipse axes of symmetry, µ̄ = (µx, µy)T the ellip-
soid centerpoint, and ω the angle parameter. Setting
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the derivative to zero in each dimension provides the
min/max in each respective dimension;

−
√

1− cos2 (ω)ax + cos (ω)bx = 0 =⇒

cos (ω) = ax√
a2
x + b2x

, sin (ω) = bx√
a2
x + b2x

(23)

Finally, insertion into Eq. 21 yields

px = µx ±
a2
x + b2x√
a2
x + b2x

= µx ±
√
a2
x + b2x (24)

Eq. 23-24 can be repeated for the y dimension to find
the values for the bounding box B,

B = [px−, px+, py−, py+] . (25)

Since the association probability at the square bounds
of the ellipses in Eq. 20 is lower or equal than at the
ellipsoid edge, the intersection of their bounding boxes
is a conservative estimate of Eq. 20: if the bounding
boxes does not overlap, the ellipses does not either.

Cluster Bounding Box— For a cluster C, we define the
bounding box, BC as the minimum box to contain the
bounding boxes of its tracks (see Figure 6),

BC = [ min
τ∈C

pτx−, max
τ∈C

pτx+,

min
τ∈C

pτy−, max
τ∈C

pτy+].
(26)

Thus, a report bounding box may (but will not neces-
sarily) intersect any of a cluster’s tracks only if it also
intersects the cluster bounding box.

Figure 6: Cluster bounding boxes.

Field-of-View
The ability of position-reporting sensors to observe tar-
gets is limited to targets within the sensors field-of-view.
The discussion in this paper is limited to axis-aligned
rectangular field-of-views, such as obtained e.g. from
image processing of satellite imagery such as in Figure 2.

Figure 7: Field-of-View example. Previous
single-track clusters in yellow; reports in red;
field-of-view in green. Note that the report in
the upper right might originate from a target
estimated to be outside the field-of-view, which
must be included in the update. Each of the
three lower left reports will initiate separate new
clusters.

A sensor field-of-view is exemplified in Figure 7. We note
the following:

Negative data Absence of reports is relevant to the
filter. Thus, clusters within the field-of-view without
report assignments need to be included in the update.
New clusters Because of the assumption that any tar-
get yield only a single report, reports with no associa-
tions to prior targets (in any hypothesis) will each form
a new cluster, even if they would all overlap a potential
target.
Bordering clusters Tracks with a non-zero intersec-
tion with the field-of-view have a non-zero probability of
being within the active area, and must be considered. A
finer-grained occlusion of tracks outside the field-of-view
can be obtained with the detection probability PDτ in
Eq. 12.
Outside information No information, negative or
positive, is available on clusters outside the field-of-view.
Thus, no (measurement) update should be performed on
such clusters.

Given the sensors field-of-view, we thus wish to extract
from the MHT filter only the clusters which intersect
with the rectangular field-of-view. Overlap between
the bounding boxes a and b can be determined by the
following logical expression;

O(a, b) = (ax+ > bx−) ∧ (ax− < bx−)
∧(ay+ > by−) ∧ (ay− < by+).

(27)

A naïve method to exclude clusters and tracks outside
the sensor field-of-view would be to perform the test of
Eq. 27 on all clusters in the filter.
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Figure 8: R-tree example. Objects are stored in the leaf nodes R8-R19, and indexed using the non-leaf
entries R1-R7.

R-Trees
The R-tree, short for rectangle tree, was introduced by
Antonin Guttman in 1984 [12], and has formed the basis
for several extensions. One of those is the R*-tree, which
is used e.g. in the SQLite database [1], used in the
implementation developed for this paper.

The basic idea of R-trees is exemplified in Figure 8,
where the objects are stored in the records R8-R19 of the
tree. The R-tree satisfies the following properties [12]:

1. All leaves contain between m and M records unless it
is the root.

2. All non-leaf nodes contain between m and M children,
unless it is the root.

3. The root node has at least two children, unless it is
a leaf.

4. A leaf record (B, object) contains the (n-dimensional)
minimum bounding box of the object, and a pointer
to the stored object.

5. A non-leaf entry (B, child) contains the smallest
rectangle which contains all regtangles of the child
node, and a pointer to said child.

6. All leaves are on the same level.

When a node becomes under-/over-full during dele-
tion/insertion, the tree is rebalanced [12] to maintain the
properties above. Different versions differ in the choice
of heuristics in the choice of new nodes when rebalancing
the tree [3].

Searching the tree for intersections is then performed re-
cursively [12], recursing only into nodes whose bounding
box intersect with the query.

4. Implementation
For educational purposes, and for the purpose of this pa-
per, the MHT algorithm was implemented in the Python
language. The implementation has been made public
under a Free and Open-Source Software (FOSS) license
at https://github.com/jonatanolofsson/mht.

A few details regarding the implementation;

Object Hierarchy The implementation is object ori-
ented, preserving the natural hierarchy of a filter with
clusters with targets with tracks. Clusters also have
hypotheses which are linked to the tracks of the targets.
Thus, equivalent tracks are created only once and not
for each hypothesis.
Track Representation Each track is represented as
an object. Since only tracks from the last time step
are included in the active hypotheses, old tracks can be
discarded as their relevant statistics are included in the
new track heads.
Hypothesis Representation The history of hypothe-
ses are contained in the tracks to which they refer.
Thus, after an hypothesis has been used to generate new
hypotheses, it can be discarded. I.e. it is only necessary
to store old hypotheses for a single time step.
Cluster Management After the cluster splitting pro-
cess, described in Section 2, clusters are stored in an
SQLite database, away from the active algorithm. As a
new scan comes in, the affected clusters are selected and
loaded into memory.
Cluster Separation Since unaffected clusters are en-
tirely left out of the update, any performance parameters
need to be specified on a per-cluster level. For example,
there is no limit to the global number of hypotheses, only
to the number of hypotheses per cluster.
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To investigate different report-cluster association schemes,
the following three were implemented:

Naïve All clusters are loaded into memory, one by one,
and their intersection with the field-of-view is calculated
in the Python-code.
Database Cluster bounding-boxes are pre-stored in the
database and their intersections with the sensor field-of-
view is calculated during the database lookup, without
loading objects into memory.
R-tree Similarly to the database matching scheme,
cluster bounding boxes are stored in the database, but
using an R-tree implementation for improved lookup-
speeds.

5. Results
To verify the performance gain from spatial indexing,
a testcase was set up with a uniform random field of
objects over a large space of which only a fraction was
observed. The setup is displayed in Figure 9. Timing
analysis was then performed, comparing naïve cluster
filtering to that achievable using an R-tree database.
In the analysis, the MHT filter was initialized with a
given size of random clusters, and the process of finding
clusters intersecting with the sensor field-of-view was
isolated and timed. The timing results are presented
in Figure 10. Elaborating on the last datapoint; 39810
intersections were queried, with a comparative timing
improvement of 841%. The timing of the R-tree associa-
tion method was also compared to that of a standard
database lookup, see Figure 11, where the bounding
boxes of the clusters were stored in an SQLite database
for faster lookup. Notably, the performance gain of the
R-tree algorithm is far more modest, mainly due to the
reduced cost of loading clusters into memory.

Figure 9: Setup for spatial indexing time analy-
sis. The sensor field-of-view (green) was queried
for intersection with clusters (red) for possible
associations.

Figure 10: Compared results between naïve and
R-tree cluster matching.

Figure 11: Compared results between database
and R-tree cluster matching.

The algorithm was also tested on sample data extracted
from the SAR image in Figure 2, a HH+HV3 polar-
ized image from the Sentinel-1a satellite. Polarimetric
classification [24, 13] was used to extract and position
individual ice objects from the image, see Figure 12. The
positions, in degrees latitude/longitude, were used to
initiate the filter, and augmented with random velocities
(v ∼ N(0, I ∗ 1e−6) deg/time) to generate further data.
Subsets of the data was extracted to simulated sensor
field-of-views and used to study the performance for
larger datasets. Further, 400000 clusters were instanti-
ated outside the sensor field-of-view to demonstrate the
effect of spatial indexing. No clutter or target death
was included. The most likely tracks are visualized in
Figure 14.

Tuning parameters include those summarized in Table 1.

3Horizontally polarized illumination, horizontal and vertical recep-
tion.
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Table 1: MHT tuning parameters

Position prediction covariance: 1e−5 deg
Initial velocity covariance: 1e−5 deg/time
Report disturbance: 1e−5 deg
Sensor noise: 1e−5 deg
Max no. hypotheses / cluster: 100
Min. normalized hypothesis score: 4

Figure 12: Individual ice objects were extracted
from polarimetric satellite imagery. Each object
(most of which are too small to see) is plotted
with distinct colors, whereas red dots indicate
the centerpoint of each object.

Tracker performance is summarized in Figure 13, show-
ing

a) Number of clusters in the tracker over time, before
and after cluster splitting.

b) Estimated, and true, number of visible targets.
c) Average and max number of targets per cluster.
d) Average, and maximum number of hypotheses per

cluster. This is limited by the score limit on included
hypotheses.

e) Average number of true sources per track in the most
likely hypothesis. This is a measure of the quality of
the hypothesis’ level of correct associations. In the
case that all targets are visible in each timestep, and
if all reports in all tracks come from the same source,
this will have a value of one (and all associations will
be correct). A value of two indicate that tracks have,
on average one misassociation.

f) Average track length. If all true targets remain alive
and visible, this will increase linearly with time, as
all tracks have a history back to the first timestep.

g) Step time in seconds. This is the total amount of
time spent to generate associations and hypotheses
for the scan(s) received at each time step.

h) The step time improvement achieved using R-tree
versus linear database search. Over time, there is
a performance increase of about 4 % by using the
R-tree index over the database search.

Figure 13: Statistics of the ice object tracking
sequence.
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Figure 14: Most likely tracks of tracked ice
objects. Ice tracking may result in dense object
clouds which are difficult to cluster.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, spatially indexed clustering is explored
to determine its benefit when implementing a MHT on
a massive scale. Results show that the linear search
time of the in-memory naïve cluster matching is signif-
icantly reduced, by several orders of magnitude, when
compared to the R-tree approach, but that modern
database lookups can achieve comparable results. In
particular, when comparing to execution time of the full
MHT algorithm, the gain with the choice of R-tree over
the standard database cluster match will be modest -
however there is no obvious drawback to this choice. A
major enabler for the fast cluster-match lookups is the
result of Eq. 20, due to [8] and here applied to the report-
cluster association. Without this result, gates would
need to be individually calculated for each report-track
pair, entailing a higher calculation load as well as loading
clusters into memory.

Notably, the low sample rate and transmission speed of
SAR imagery allow the update to run for quite some time
and still be usable in ”real time”. The large amount
of data may however also call for a large amount of
hypotheses. As noted in Figure 14, ice tracking may
result in dense object clounds which are interconnected
through ambiguous reports. This effect can be mitigated
through the use of MHT pruning parameters (e.g. lim-
ited number of hypotheses or association probability).
As the spatial indexing operates on clusters, a large
amount of clustering is fundamental for the performance
increase provided by spatial indexing.

The principle of spatial indexing could easily be ex-
tendable to other filtering techniques than MHT, either
on a cluster, target or track level. Other considered
extensions include the integration of the current filter
with more real-world data and sensors, including an
automated process for satellite image processing of real-
time acquisitions.
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